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ÕPET FLASH NOTE

Token Facts

Õpet and the OPET Token
Unlocking Educational Philantrophy
Earlier in June this year, we published an in-depth
report on Õpet and its OPET token where we
discussed its potential to unlock educational
philanthropy through AI and blockchain
technologies.
We believe that the OPET token has the potential
to reach US$9.2 by FY2021 driven by A.) a large
unmet underlying demand for cost-efficient
intelligent education aids and B.) secure tamperproof systems for the management of confidential
student data. This is subject to management
achieving strong revenue projections as we outline
in our model, and the token achieving the assumed
velocity in the market with a 12-month lockup
policy for the tokens Õpet receives from users.

Utility Token
Token Name

OPET

Token Type

ERC20

Total Token Supply

100M

Token for Sale

40M

Pre-sale TGE

01/09/2018

Public TGE

01/10/2018

Token Distribution

Our full in-depth report can be accessed here.
Network
Incentive
15%

Õpet Successfully Reaches
10,000 ETH Softcap

Bounties 1%

Exchange Listing Now In Sight

Token Sale
40%

Since we published our in-depth report, Õpet’s
management has made significant progress for the
listing of their OPET token. These developments
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Successfully hitting their 10,000 ETH softcap
goal
Securing US$2.0m in funding from Pecunio
Securing US$1.5m in funding from Genesis
on Digital
Securing 1,000 ETH in funding from United
Nations Blockchain Foundation
Acceptance into Gibraltar Blockchain
Exchange (GBX) Grid
Acceptance into LATOKEN Exchange

Team &
Advisors
30%

Partnerships 14%
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•
•

Strategic partnership with World Capacity
Builders
Being awarded CIO Advisor’s “Top 10
Machine Learning Solution Providers of
2018”

These developments bring the Company one step closer to successfully executing
its token generation event and launching their educational AI chatbot. We discuss
each of these in greater detail below.

Pecunio, Genesis on Digital and United Nations
Blockchain Foundation Bring Strategic Value
Õpet has successfully raised its softcap goal of 10,000ETH with capital from
cornerstone investors that will enable the Company to more easily attract investors
in its public token sale.
Pecunio, a leading fintech company in the UAE, invested US$2.0m into Õpet with a
follow-up offer to purchase all remaining allocation of OPET tokens (up to another
US$2.0m) by the end of the token sale window.

Ecosystem of Blockchain Partners
As Pecunio had one of the most successful ICOs in 2018, Õpet gains with more than
just financial support – the Company also gains access to Pecunio’s ecosystem of
blockchain partners which could help management scale their educational platform
more effectively in the future.
Genesis on Digital, a Malaysia-based blockchain investment and advisory firm, also
funded Õpet US$1.5m. Similar to Pecunio, the investment features the option to topup an additional US$1.5m before the token sale window closes.

Õpet Founder/CEO Wilson Wang at the signing with Genesis on Digital
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Just recently, Õpet secured yet another investment of 1,000 ETH from United
Nations Blockchain Foundation (UNBF). UNBF is founded by World Blockchain
Organization (WBO), which is governed by International Information development
organization-DevNet, a United Nations-registered NGO with Special Consultative
Status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
UNBF is in the process of creating a special drawing rights in crypto, namely Crypto
Special Drawing Rights (C-SDR). Similar to the Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
created by the International Monetary Fund, C-SDR will comprise a basket of
anchor cryptocurrencies that would help make digital currencies go truly global in
the near future. OPET will form part of the basket, indicating its importance.

Õpet Founder/CEO Wilson Wang at the signing with United Nations Blockchain Foundation

Votes of Confidence
We believe that the investments received from these institutional investors represent
a “vote of confidence”, but more importantly provide upcoming token investors a
sense of security as significant due diligence on Õpet has already been performed
by these two firms.

Õpet Gains Admittance to Crypto Exchanges
GBX Grid and LATOKEN Provide Access to Prime Investors
Earlier in July, Õpet’s management announced their admittance into the GBX Grid
and LATOKEN Exchange – setting up the Company for its Token Generation Event in
October this year.
Gibraltar Blockchain Exchange (GBX) is a subsidiary of Gibraltar Stock Exchange,
underpinned by the regulatory framework of the Government of Gibraltar which is
supportive of distributed ledger technology. As GBX allows fiat onboarding and
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trading, it is expected to provide Õpet access to a large pool of high-quality investors
that have already been vetted to be compliant with Anti Money Laundering (AML)
and Know Your Customer (KYC) regulations. GBX is also famed for its stringent
compliance and due diligence exercise on the tokens – With Õpet being successfully
approved, it provides another “vote of confidence”.
This is further compounded by Õpet’s admittance into the LATOKEN Exchange,
which will aid the Company in tapping liquidity for its OPET tokens. We note that
LATOKEN Exchange is currently among the top 50 token exchanges in the world by
trading volume.
In our view, Õpet is achieving all the necessary milestones to successfully launch its
ICO later this year. With the Company’s admittance into these exchanges, in
conjunction with the strong performance of its private token sale, we see no reason
why the Company’s can’t meet its ICO goals.

Other Major Developments and Milestones
Beyond Õpet’s capital raising and exchange listing developments, we note that
significant progress is also being made on its AI chatbot product development.

Strategic Partnership with World Capacity Builders
World Capacity Builders is a Canadian impact investing group that works with
notable individuals and relevant companies to develop and integrate technology
and education content deliverables quickly and efficiently to the world’s poorest
and most underserved communities. It recognizes Õpet’s potential contribution to
create equality of opportunities by providing affordable access to education. With
WCB’s connection with heads of states around the world, the partnership will be
strategic in opening a pathway for Õpet to ‘Uber-ize’ its global expansion.

Machine Learning Award and Expanding Engineering Team
Õpet was recently ranked by CIO Advisor as one of the “Top 10 APAC Machine
Learning Solution Providers of 2018”. The recognition by an established crypto
publication provides investors yet another vote of confidence in the Company which
further elevates Õpet’s standing within the blockchain space.
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We note that management has also expanded technical capability with additional 4
full-time IT engineers coming on board in the India office, which is solely focused on
the development of Õpet educational platform and its flagship machine learning
chatbot.

Token Sale Price ~35% Cheaper as ETH Drops
Blockspeed FY2021 Target Remains Unchanged
We note that in USD terms, OPET’s token sale price is now cheaper at US$0.06 due
to ETH’s ~35% drop over the past month. This represents a cheaper entry point and
greater upside for new investors who wish to benefit from the rising adoption of
blockchain-enabled educational aids.
We remain optimistic about OPET’s potential to reach US$9.2 by FY2021 in light of
the positive developments outlined above.
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DISCLAIMER – USER AGREEMENT TERMS & CONDITIONS
If you do not agree to these terms, please do not use this document. BlockSpeed Technologies Pte Ltd (“BlockSpeed”) provides this document to you subject to
compliance with the terms and conditions set forth herein. By using this document, you hereby accept and agree to comply with the terms and conditions set forth in
this User Agreement. This User Agreement is a binding agreement between you and BlockSpeed, and governs your access and use of this document.
Disclaimer, Exclusions, and Limitations of Liability
You acknowledge that this document is provided for general information purposes only. Nothing in this document shall be construed as a recommendation to
purchase, sell, or hold any security or other investment, or to pursue any investment style or strategy. Nothing in this document shall be construed as advice that
purports to be tailored to your needs or the needs of any person or company receiving the advice. The information in this document is intended for general circulation
only and does not constitute investment advice. Nothing in this document is published with regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and
particular needs of any person who may receive the information. BlockSpeed is not a broker/dealer, investment/financial adviser under Singapore law or securities laws
of other jurisdictions and does not advise individuals or entities as to the advisability of investing in, purchasing, or selling securities or other financial products or
services.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as, or form part of, any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation or invitation of any offer to buy or
subscribe for any securities. The data and information made available in this document are of a general nature and do not purport, and shall not in any way be
deemed, to constitute an offer or provision of any professional or expert advice, including without limitation any financial, investment, legal, accounting or tax advice,
and shall not be relied upon by you in that regard. You should at all times consult a qualified expert or professional adviser to obtain advice and independent
verification of the information and data contained herein before acting on it. Any financial or investment information in this document are intended to be for your
general information only. You should not rely upon such information in making any particular investment or other decision which should only be made after consulting
with a fully qualified financial adviser. Such information does not nor are they intended to constitute any form of financial or investment advice, opinion or
recommendation about any investment product, or any inducement or invitation relating to any of the products listed or referred to. Any arrangement made between
you and a third party named on or linked to from these pages is at your sole risk and responsibility.
You acknowledge that BlockSpeed is under no obligation to exercise editorial control over, and to review, edit or amend any data, information, materials or
contents of any content in this document. You agree that all statements, offers, information, opinions, materials, content in this document should be used, accepted
and relied upon only with care and discretion and at your own risk, and BlockSpeed shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or liability incurred by you arising
from such use or reliance. You understand that employees, shareholders, or associates of BlockSpeed may have positions in one or more securities mentioned in this
document.
This document (including all information and materials contained in this document) is provided “as is”. Although the material in this document is based upon
information that BlockSpeed considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, BlockSpeed does not assure that this material is accurate, current or complete and is not
providing any warranties or representations regarding the material contained in this document. To the fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law, BlockSpeed
disclaims all warranties and/or representations of any kind with regard to this document, including but not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability, noninfringement of third-party rights, or fitness for a particular purpose.
BlockSpeed does not warrant, either expressly or impliedly, the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items contained in this
document. Neither BlockSpeed nor any of its affiliates, directors, employees or other representatives will be liable for any damages, losses or liabilities of any kind
arising out of or in connection with the use of this document. To the best of BlockSpeed’s knowledge, this document does not contain and is not based on any nonpublic, material information.
The information in this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary
to law or regulation, or which would subject BlockSpeed to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. BlockSpeed is not licensed or regulated by
any authority in any jurisdiction or country to provide the information in this document.
Indemnification
As a condition of your use of this document, you agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless BlockSpeed and its affiliates, and their respective officers, directors,
employees, members, managing members, managers, agents, representatives, successors and assigns from and against any and all actions, causes of action, claims,
charges, cost, demands, expenses and damages (including attorneys’ fees and expenses), losses and liabilities or other expenses of any kind that arise directly or
indirectly out of or from, arising out of or in connection with violation of these terms, use of this document, violation of the rights of any third party, acts, omissions or
negligence of third parties, their directors, employees or agents.
To the extent permitted by law, BlockSpeed shall not be liable to you, any other person, or organization, for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary, incidental
or consequential damages, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), or otherwise, arising in any way from, or in connection with, the use of this document
and/or its content. This includes, without limitation, liability for any act or omission in reliance on the information in this document. BlockSpeed expressly disclaims and
excludes all warranties, conditions, representations and terms not expressly set out in this User Agreement, whether express, implied or statutory, with regard to this
document and its content, including any implied warranties or representations about the accuracy or completeness of this document and the content, suitability and
general availability, or whether it is free from error.
Severability
If these terms or any part of them is understood to be illegal, invalid or otherwise unenforceable under the laws of any state or country in which these terms are
intended to be effective, then to the extent that they are illegal, invalid or unenforceable, they shall in that state or country be treated as severed and deleted from
these terms and the remaining terms shall survive and remain fully intact and in effect and will continue to be binding and enforceable in that state or country.
Governing Law
These terms, as well as any claims arising from or related thereto, are governed by the laws of Singapore without reference to the principles of conflicts of laws thereof.
You agree to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Singapore with respect to all disputes arising out of or related to this Agreement.
BlockSpeed and you each hereby irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction of such courts, and each Party hereby waives any claim or defence that such forum is not
convenient or proper.
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